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1. The idea of Europe, in the sense in which we know it — espe
cially that of the European Community, Communities or Union1 —

is arguabiy a recent creation: it is, we might say, a construction of
the post-Second War period. By this I mean that the labyrinthine
edifice in question — roughly, the notion of Europe as a democrati
caiiy inspired and organized supra-State — is of a fairly radically
different nature from anything that preceded it. I shali therefore be
concerned with the pre-history, not of a singie doctrine, but of an
interwoven complex of ideas and philosophies, of ideologies and
movements, which bave contributed in very different ways to the
diverse present-day conceptions of European identity.

It further seems to me — though I cannot argue for the point in
this short paper2 — that, whlle the dynamic roots of recent Euro
pean unification lie in the fields of practical politica1 goals and of
practicai economic necessit its motor is to be found in innova
tions and practices in the legai field. I sbail retum to this point,

Previously known as the European Community. before that as the European
Economic Community or Common Market. In fact, like some other great political
constructions before it (notably the Austro-Hungarian Empire), this historically
unique entitv has no singie or unequivocal name. The Maastricht Treaty concerns
the European Union; it modifies the Treaty of Rome, which established the Euro
pean (Economie) Cornmunit one of the European Communities. But the European
Community persists. The European Union seems not to possess legai personality,
and so can make no treaties, which the European Community does and can. The
European Commission functions as the executive of both the European Commu
nirv and the European Union, with different powers in the two cases.
2 A version of this paper was presented to the autumn 1995 conference of the
Dutch Association for the Philosophy of Law and published as: G. LOCK, Impossi.
bie Europe?, in «Nederlands Tijdschrift voor Rechtsfllosofie en Rechtstheorie», 3,
1995. 1 would like to thank my mother, Mrs E.A, Lock, for her support during the
preparation of this piece.



asking in particular whether these legai initiatives have secure roots
in the history of legai theory and philosophy.

2. I want first however to say a few words about the history of the
effort to impose unity in Europe. It appears to me clear that the
process of European unification which we are now witnessing has
littie in common, in respect of ends or means, with, say, the at
tempt of a half-century ago at a miiitary unification of Europe un
der the domination of Germany and its ailies; or with Napoleon’s
quest for supremacy by force of arms. For quite different reasons,
it is hardly comparable with the pan-European reiigious unifica
tion of the mediaeval epoch, or with the political and administra
tive system imposed or aimed at by the Holy Roman Emperor. Nor,
to turn the clock even further back, can it usefuliy be seen as a
resurrection or further development of the principles underlying
the expansion of Roman power and the constitution of an exten
sive Roman Empire, covering indeed many of the regions consti
tuting modem Europe3.

In the domain of ideas, on the other hand, it is admittedly not
especially difficult to establish plausible — but perhaps superficial —

analogies between various eariier systems of thought on the one
hand, and the tenets which supposediy underlie the emergent Eu
rope of the post-1945 epoch.

An example of the attempt to flnd such precursor conceptions of
the so-called idea of Europe is to be found in the reference some
times made to the Stoics and their notion of a universal or world
State. In Stoic thought there can be found arguments for the equal
ity, not oniy of individual human beings, but of the various «na
tions» (gentes) which constitute mankind, which requires to be
unified. This cosmopoiitanism — a notion which of course recurs in
various schools of politicai thought, up to and including the twen
tieth century — was however accompanied by a vision of nature (for
instance, in the early Stoa, as a creative conflagration); of an ascetic
ideal; of an ethics, sometimes explicated, in the late Stoa, in terms
of the realization of innate morai predispositions; of time — con
ceived not as a line of progress but as a cyciical course; and in gen
erai of a reference to the supremacy of natural iaw over man-made
legai systems which would be difficult to reconcile with the late

Roman-controlled territory failed however to extend to large areas of northern
Europe: parts of Germany, Scandinavia etc. — the world of the Goths, Huns and
others. The question of Roman law on the other hand must be posed in rather
different terms, since its later development (Roman law as the modem world knows
it) does involve the Germans, as well as the Eastem — Greek and at last partly non
European — Empire.

twentieth-century view of Europe. Again, it is always possible to
abstract an eiement of an eariier system — in the case of the Stoics,
it might be their principie of world citizenship — which can be
claimed to anticipate our present-day notion, in casu of a supra
national, European citizenship. But again, the parallel is misiead
ing, because of the manner in which the two conceptions functjon
within a broader system of thought.

I have taken the Stoics as one exampie: many other mostly later
instances of supposed harbingers of the European idea could be
adduced. They have indeed been proposed in recent works. Thus
Jean-Pierre Faye, in a coiiection of readings entitied L’Europe Une:
Les philosophes et l’Europe4,includes extracts from, among others,
Sully, Leibniz, Rousseau, Voltaire, Bentham, Saint-Simon, Nietzsche,
Husseri and other twentieth-century thinkers. In the Preface,
Jacques Delors comments that the book shows how, throughout
history, princes, politicians and phiiosophers have «conceived the
European project as one of peace between peoples». Krzysztof
Pomian, in his essay on L’Europe el ses nationg, discusses the roie
of Paganism, early Christianity and the Carolingian epoch in the
formation of a European identity, drawing the conclusion that whiie
the regions controlled by Charlemagne cannot, stricfly speaking,
be identified with Europe, his ruie does «prefigure Europe» and
«prepare [its} future emergence». His reason is that the institu
tional renewai reaiized in this period, conceived of as a renovatio
imperii roman4 and cuiminating in the establishment of a new
Empire, succeeded in uniting the Latin and Germanic peoples and
in transcending their ethnic differences — and this because it was
the incarnation of «Romanity», which isto say of «humanity». Rémi
Brague, in his Europe la voie romaine6,develops a line of thought
similar in one respect. On Brague’s view, one can consider Europe,
in the present-day sense, as a result or residue of a number of di
chotomies: between the West and the East (the barbarjan territo
ries)7;between the Christian and the Mosiem regions; between the
Latin and the Byzantine worids; and — later — between the Catholic
and the Protestant reaims. These divisions, Brague argues, are them
selves constitutive of European identity — in the sense that they
determine it, but aiso subvert it: that is to say, subvert any univocal
sense which this term might be thought to possess.

J.P. FAYE, L’Ew-ope Une: Lesphilosophes et l’Europe, preface byJ. DEL0RS, Paris
1992.

K. POMIAN, L’Europe et sei nations, Paris 1990.
6 R. BRAGUE, Europe, la noie romaine, Paris 1992.

Le. the regions east of the Mediterranean basin.
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Brague also poses another significant question. He defends a the
sis which, very roughly summarized, is that if the concept of Euro
pean identity has any meaning, this meaning lies in the fact that
Europe has always defined itself in terms of its relation to an exter
nal factor: but not, as in the case of some other civilizations, as the
contrary or converse or antithesis of this foreign or alien element,
rather in an interna1relation to that element. Thus, Latin Europe —

in the sense in which European civilization, for many centuries,
was dominated by the high culture of the Latin language — defined
that culture in terms of its relation to its classical Greek predeces
sors. For ciassicism embodied the notion of a barrier set up against
barbarism, without it being the case that Latin, Christian civiliza
tion identified itself with classicism: classicism was after all a pagan
system8.On a parallel basis, Brague argues that the Europe of our
own times needs to renew its links with what for some years (in
deed, in large part, precisely in those years which have seen the rise
of the European Community) has been neglected and even to a
considerable degree eliminated from the cultural and educational
agenda: not only the classica1 but also the Roman, the Christian,
the Latin past. The argument is not so much — as it was, in the early
nineteenth century, for Novalis — that Europe must become Catho
lic again, as that it must re-establish a substantial culturai line to its
Roman, Christian and Latin (pre)history in order to remain what it

always was: a society whose self-consciousness is defined not in in
ward-looking terms (underpinned by the image of an external en
emy) but in terms of a reference to a world which, though no longer
or simply not identical with it, stands to it in a foundational rela
tion.

Brague’s argument raises a number of other issues relevant to our
present theme. I iack the space to discuss them here: I will just say
that they concern, among other things, the topic of culture and the
proper role of education9and that of the relation of European soci
ety to its self-reflexive historical sensibility.

8 But some European thinkers, like the historian Gibbon, did of course identifv
themselves preciseiv with the classica! and pagan, as opposed to the Christian tradi
tion: this is the theme of GIBBON ‘S Decline ana’ Fallo/the Roman EmpIre. The same
is true of Machiavelli and has been true of many thinkers since, up to and induding
the twentieth century

In his essay of 1935 on Philosophy and the Crisrs ofEuropean Humanity Edmund
Husserl asks what the spiritual shape of Europe is. His answer is that Europe is to
be characterized in terms of an attitude to the surrounding world, an attitude which
he calls philosophical. Thjs phiosophical attitude is disringuished from other atti
tudes by the fact that it is theoretical — that is to sa motivated not by the usefu!ness
of the knowledge which it may produce, not by «the natura! Lnterests of life»: ir
«turns awav from all practical interests and ... strives for and achievcs nothing but

3. But let me first briefly direct attention to quite another factor
in the debate on European unity: that which concerns its history of
violent conflict. This factor leads us into a consideration of the piace
of legai history in the constitution of Europe. One of the present
day factors of European unity has as a core element the fact that its
component States have spent several centuries making war against
one another’°. li may indeed be this pattern of old conflicts and old
hatreds that links together the major European iands; as it may be
the determination to overcome this pattern, once and for all, which
accounts in part — together of course with the motive of securing a
common economic market — for the emergence of the European
Community after the Second World War,

There are theories which attempt to reflect on this relation be
tween European identity and war. In most cases, this attempt con
sists in an honest recognition of the violent character of European
history; which is depiored, combined with puzzlement that the ex
istence of a highly-developed civilization could thus be accompa
nied by cruelties of such an unparalleled degree1t.A rare exception
in this respect is the account proposed by Cari Schmitt’2.

pure theoria .. [Thus does man become a] surveyor of the world; he becomes a
phiosopher». On this v,ew, philosophy zs something typzcally European — and speaji
cally European: other societies, however much interest they may disp!ay in, say, theo
retical science or religion, do so because these activiries are for them exrensions of
the «natura!», practica! attitude to life: because rhey are thought to be useful, at
ieast in the longer term. The function of philosophv in European societ is thus
fundamental: it is the activitv which most perfectly embodies and helps to repro
duce the specific character of that society. We might add: the institutions of bigher
education, or at least the universities are, on this view, the typical site of such phio
sophical activity, the piace of free investigation where the question of socizi rei
evance is necessarily parenthesized, See E. HUssERL, The Crùis o! European Scz
ences and TranscendentalPhenomenology Evanston 1970, p. 269ff.
o E. BALIBAR, in L’Europe après le communisme, typescript, 1991, proposes a dcli
nition according to which those peoples are to be consìdered typically «European»
which took parr in the 1914-18 war. In this sense, he remarks, Americans (from the
United States) cannot be excluded from this category, just as the Senegalese and
some other perhaps unexpected candidate peoples cannot: while the piace of the
Swiss and of the Dutch, among other peop!es, is more problematic.

Cfr. E. MORIN, Penserl’Europe, 1987/1990. pp. 163, 242: «Certains demeurent
perplexes devant i’ambiguaté encore persistante de la double identité européenne,
humaniste et colonia!iste, civilisatrice et oppressive .. Toutefois, bien que
partiellement et insufflsamment démocratique dans son bistoire, l’Europe de l’Ouest
est devenue aujourd’hui démocratique dans sa totalité, et toutes ses démocraties
sont purgées de l’ancien colonialisme, ce qui ne veut pas dire qu’elles soient puriflées
des tutelles miitaires ou des contr6les économiques sur ies pays anciennement
colonisés. . »

I ignore here all the debates concerning Schmitt’s disastrous politica! engage
ments under the Nazi regime (cfr. for instancej. BENDERSKY, CariSchmitt: Theorist
for the Reich. Princeton 1983: H. METER, Die Lehre Cari Schmitts, Stuttgart 1994).



A theme which runs through much of Schmitt’s work is: What is

the historical source of the order and ordering which is iaw? In bis

work Der Nomos der Erde im Vòlkerrecht des Jus Publicum Euro
paeum (1950> he adds to this concept of order that of a geographi
caisiting of the State (Ordnung ui-id Ortung). In generai, he ciaims,

it is the seizure of land which creates law and a human commu
nity — though as a matter of fact it was England’s maritime domin
ion over the seas which produced the first nomos of the earth. Such

a nomos is the «fuli immediacy» of a power of Right not (yet) medi
ated by laws; a constitutive act of iegitimacy. But if the nomos of the
Earth is originally created by the seizure and division of some terri
tory, it is not an abstract idea; it is always concrete — in fact, in
origin it lies in a particular individuai: a ruier, a king or whatever.
Pindar, quoted by Piato, speaks of the nomos basileus, the king
nomos or king-law The nomos is an expression of the «metamor
phosis of Being into an Ought-to-be». Or, more perspicuousiy the
nomos isa constitutive act of iegitimacy, which provides «mere law»
with its legality.

What is characteristic of the nomos called the ius publicum
Europaeum is, on this account, that it has succeeded in estabiishing
and imposing ruies of war. Hegel already talks about the rationali
zation and humanization of war, which he understands as the emer
gence of the «war between States» (not State sovereigns: the dy
nastic principie and the war between dynasties is aiready in process
of being superseded), regulated by its own iaw of conflict. Schmitt
develops this idea. The nomos of the Earth, he argues, as it devei
oped at the turn of the last century, established a sharp distinction
between the mainiand and the high seas, and between the various
territories of the European States together with their colonia1pos
sessions. The central notion of European law is that of the (mutuai)
recognition of States — which impiies the creation of a legai com
munity, within which wars of the new kind can be fought. A iaw of
war, and especiafly of forcible occupation (occupatio bellica) emerges
roughiy at the time of the Congress of Vienna of 1815.

But the period 1890-1918, Scbmitt suggests, saw the dissoiution
of the ius publicum Europaeum, partly on account of the rise of the
United States. Several competing laws of nations emerged — there
was no longer a singie nomos of the Earth. More generaily, difficui
ties always anse when there is ambiguity or unclarity in the sover
eignty question. And this there notoriously is in the case of the
European Union. In any case, on Scbmitt’s view, the application of
reason to the modem world requires not — as many believe, includ
ing many participants in the debate on the future politica1 struc
ture of Europe — the substitution of administration for sovereignty,

but rather the «purification» of the idea and practice of sovereignty:
the construction or reconstruction of the means for resoiving po
liticai confiict by unambiguous authority.

Schmitt’s account of what is typicaiiy European in the legai and
politicai deveiopments of the last centuries ciearIy stands outside
of the democratic tradition. But in this respect he is by no means an
isolated figure, as we shall see, even if bis answers may be consid
ered eccentric against the background of the mainstream tradition
in legai and sociai phiiosophy. Indeed, Schmitt arguabiy does no
more than reverse the terms of a question posed incessantiy by the
phiiosophers of the last three centuries and more: [or them (see
above) Europe was characterized in terms of a struggie [or peace,
via the establishrnent (see beiow) of a baiance of (military> power;
for Schmitt, as we have seen, it is to be distinguished by success in
the regulation of the waging of war.

4. Let us now return for a moment to the question of the emer
gence of the politica1idea of Europe, to the extent that this discus
sion is reievant to the debate around the legai-phiiosophical as
pects of proto-European development.

The term «Europe» was used by the ancient Greeks’3 — by
Herodotus, Aristotie and others — but with a geographical mean
ing. In that sense, it probabiy dates from around the 7th century
BC. Herodotus for instance divided the world into three parts:
Europe; Asia; and Libya (meaning Africa). Aristotie distinguishes
between Europeans and Asiatics. According to his classification,
the Greeks are Europeans with an Asiatic eiement. Barbarians, in
contrast — that is, the non-Greeks — are the pure Asiatics on the one
hand and the pure Europeans on the other. The pure Asiatics are
intelligent but lack courage, Aristotie suggests; the pure Europe
ans are courageous but iack intelligence. Nor is there any Roman
idea of Europe in the politica! sense, I suggested: there is the con
ception of the Roman Empire, but that is a quite different thing.

After the fai! of the Roman Empire, there arose something else,
the notion of the universai Church — the Christian Repubiic, the
respublica chrrstiana. This, again from a geographicai point of view,
is roughly coincident with Europe, but onIy, so to speak, acciden
taiiy so. The term «Europe» was sometimes used in the Middie
Ages but without any standard meaning Much more important as
a concept was the Empire — the Holy Roman Empire of the Ger
man Nation — whose authority extended over a large part of the
European continent. Thus in an extensional sense «Europe» was
13 It appears originally to have been the name of a goddess, daughter of Phoenix
(the Phoenician). married to the King of Crete and the object of Zeus’ love.
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already a reality, given that the Church and Empire had achieved
centralized administrative control over most or much of the conti
nent: but it was as yet far from a reality, under that name and con
cept, as a self-conscious entity. Nor was the degree of unity achieved
at that time to be ascribed in any large measure to the imposition of

a standardized system of iaws.
Neither the Reformation nor the Renaissance produced an idea

of Europe, in the strictly politica1 sense. Indeed, the Reformation
destroyed hopes of the maintenance and expansion of a united
Christian Commonweaith — the so-called unilas reipublicae
cbristianae — so that politica1 attention switched to the goal of at
taining what became known as the «pubiic peace of Christendom>x
that is, peace between the various Cathoiic and Protestant territo
ries. But this peace was for obvious reasons difficuit to achieve.
The Catholic Church stili spoke officialiy in the name of the
respublica christiana, while — more significantly — the French mon
arch had claimed for himself the titie of «the most Christian king»,
just as his Spanish equivaient became known as «the most Catho
lic» rnonarch,

Thus, by the l7th century, in the eyes — and in the language — of
the Protestant enemies or potentiai enemies of France and Spain

(the Netherlancls and England in particular) the terrn «Christen
dom» carne to assume unpopuiar politica1overtones. This is espe
cially true of Whig circies in England. In contrast, the term «Eu
rope» had by 1680 become a codeword there for the Orange cause,
whjch was soon to triumph in the Glorious Revolution14.The dan
ger from Turkey brought about a ternporary resurrection in the
fortunes of the notion of Christian society and of the belium sacrum
in rem christianam. But William of Orange’s landing in England
took piace under the siogan of the «interest of Europe»; similarly,
the phrase the «iiberty of Europe» was used more or Iess equiva
lently with that of freedorn for the Protestant religion.

The common aim of Engiish and Dutch foreign policy was now
taken to be, not just the iiberty of Europe, but also — I retum to the
theme alluded to above — the baiance of power in Europe. This
conception of the balance of power was iinked to the notion, men
tioned above, of the «public peace of Christendom». In the course
of the l7th and 18th centuries, this goal of peace became a pre
dominant focus of attention for politica1 theorists. One can find
texts on the question of European peace by for instance Grotius,
William Penn, Leibniz, Rousseau, Kant andJeremy Bentham. Many

Cfr. H.D SCHMIDT, The Establishment of «Europe» as a PolzticalExpression, in
«The HistoricalJournall6, IX, 1966,2, pp. 172-178.

others reflected on the question, including jurists and active politi
ca1 figures — Metternich, for example, insisted on the importance
of the principle of the balance of power in Europe, as did
Castlereagh in Engiand, and Bismarck. The goal of a religious equili
brium between Catholicism and Protestantisrn now mutated into
the goal of a political equilibrium between the various European
dynastic and nation-States.

Slowly, however — from around the end of the l8th century15 — a
conception was beginning to be articulated which was perhaps al
ready present, but oniy implicitly, in the history of European phi
iosophy, and was rendered explicit in particular by Kant and by the
German idealists.

5 Kant claims on the one hand that a balance of power between
the European states is one of the principal political goals to be striven
for by mankincl. His argument can be found in his essay on Per
petuai Peace (Zum ewigen Frieden) of 1793. Kant’s contribution to
the discussion lies in his atternpt to find a principle, not for the
mere rnanagement of confiicts between nations (in the manner, say,
of the philosophy of Hobbes, as applied to international relations),
but of what he calls «cosmopolitan right» or ius cosmopoiiticum: of
what is in itself right (or wrong) in the conduct of States.

The flrst «definitive article» of a perpetuai peace, Kant argues, is
that the iniernai, civil constitution of every state must be «republi
can». A republican constitution is itself characterized by three prin
ciples that offreedom for all the members of the state, that of the
dependence of all — of all subjects — on a singie, common legisiation;
and that of legai equaiity for all — for all citizens16.There is thus a
domestic political condition, to be fulflhled in the case of each Eu
ropean State, for the success of his project of intemational coop
eration.

On the other hand, when we have once established republican
constitutions in the lands of Europe, Kant argues, we can go on to
secure a relation of perpetual peace between them. This relation
will take the form of a «federation of peoples» or «congress of

15 In a recent seminar taught by Prof. John Burrow and myself at Oxford Univer
sity in Trinity term 1995, we put forward the suggestion that the modem idea of
Europe emerges some time around the middie of the eighteenth century, when the
notion of Europe begins to be glossed in terms of, and identified with, «civiliza
tion». in the sense of a world or society in which philosophy (in the broad sense)
and polished manners take a central parE. This however is arguably stili a social
rather than a properly politica1 idea of Europe (sec below).
16 The members of civil societ3 the subjects of legislation and the citizens of the
state are of course the very same people, seen from three different angles: angles
which ifiuminate the historical and analytical differences between these statuses.
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States» — a foedus pacificumt7.This, Kant insists, is not the same
thing as an internationai or a European State. Such a State, he ar
gues, is an impossibiity If it ever were to be established, it would
self-destruct. The reason he gives is that — as he puts it — «laws
progressively lose their impact as the government increases its
range»: thus the resuit of the establishment of a European govern
ment would be a «soulless despotism» that «wouid finaliy iapse
into anarchy» — the opposite, of course, of the origina1 intention.

Every ruler, says Kant, would iike to achieve iasting peace by es
tablishing his domination over the whole world. But «nature wills
it otherwise, and uses two means to separate the nations and prevent
them from intermingling»: namely Iinguistic and religious differen
ces. Indeed, «nature wisely separates the nations», says Kant — it is
a matter of anthropology, of the differences between national char
acters18.

But at the same time, a second idea of Europe is articulated by
Kant. According to this second idea, Europe is what Kant calis
«cosmopolitan Reason». In fact, the first idea, that of a congress of
States in permanent equilibrium, is linked to the second. The project
of a congress of States is, on Kant’s view, a project of Reason (and
not a pragmatic policy consideration). This rational idea of a peace
fui international community, Kant notes in his Metaphysic ofMor
als, is in fact «a principle of Right». Right, in so far as it affords the
prospect that all nations may unite for the purpose of creating cer
tain universal laws to regulate the intercourse they bave with one
another, can be termed cosmopolilan (so that this system can be
called ius cosmopoliticum or Weltbùrgerrecht) The rule on which
such a constitution — the constitution of such a community — is
based, Kant adds, cannol be derived from experience: on the con
trary. like bis categorical moral imperative, «it should be derived a
priori by reason from the absolute ideal of a rightfui association of
men under public laws».

Now for Kant, Europe is Reason; it is cosmopolitan Reason, there
fore universal Reaso&9.Kant here puts bis own gloss on an idea

17 See I. KANT, Perpetual Peace, in H. REISS (ed), Kant’s Political Writrngs, Cam
bridge 1970, p. 104.
18 Cfr. I. KANT, Anthropologie in pragmatùcher Rinsichi, 1798.
19 Kant often takes the notion of Europe to be more or less equivalent to that of the
civiized world. At one mosnent he remarks that «I cali a nation European on condi
tion that it accepts a constraint in conformity with the la thus a restriction on
jibert in accordance with unsversallv vahd Iat s» (I KANT Gesammelte .Schrzften
Ak. Ausgabe. XV, ii, Berlin 1902, p. 773); quotedby B. BOIJRGEOIS. ùi Philosophte
allemande de i’histoire, in «Phulosophie Politique». Paris, no. 1, 1991, p. 85. On
Kant’s view, Europe is not so much an empirica1idea as one (re)constructed on the
basis of the above.mentioned conception of cosnsopolitan Reason.

which is to be found throughout the history of the philosophies of
Europe: that Europe is to be identified not so much as a particular
form of society or culture, but as (the nearest approximation to) a
social and political universalism.

The political transiation of this universality lies, on Kant’s account,
in the creation of the nation-State and in the emergence of the new
phenomenon of the citizenry of that State. The term «citizen» here
means: the politically free, active, autonomous subject or subjectum,
who has emancipated himself from his old status as subjectus (i.e.
subJect in the sense of Uniertan — as in «subject of the Kmg» «sub
ject of the Emperor» or whatever)20.

Hegel, for bis part, agrees with Kant that Europe is to be identi
fied with (the sphere of) Reason and therefore with universahty
He believes that the idea of Europe for this reason alone transcends
that of a balance of power; for a balance of power is in itself com
patible with any prrnciple of rnternal organization in the nation
States that it conjoins. Universaliiy refers in Hegel’s system, as it
does in Kant’s, not so much to geographical extension as to the
rational character of the political structures of the national States.
In this philosophical sense each national State can strive for univer
sality’.

Now Hegel — like Kant — is not a supporter; but an opponent of
European politica! unity. This latter, on bis view, would violate the
essence of Europe, for this essence is Europe’s character as a mo
meni of national particularity (and not the other way around — it is
not national particularity that is a moment of Europe). Europe can
be identified with Reason, in so far as Reason manifests itself in
20 On an anecdotal note: arnving in Brussels recently from London, I noticed the
instructions to passengers, displayed in various langnages, informing them which
queue they should join. Travellers were told in English that «citizens» of memberStates of the European Union should queue on the Ieft; in Flemish, that this applied
to «ona’erdanen» (subjects) of those Stares.
21 The principle of universalirv is thus compatible with that of nationalism, at Ieaston certain readings of the latter notion. On Fichte’s account, for instance, Europe isthe vocation of the German people. The Germani are, on his view, the most European of all nations,just because they are inspired by the most European of all osotives: that of national libertv — in opposition to Napoleon’s attempts to impose adespotic unification of Europe. (But Germany is threatened by the importation offoreign and corrupting jdeas, like that of ... the balance of power: see in particular
J.G. FICHTE, Reden an dii’ deutsche Nation, 1808 ital.). Fichte propounds his own
theory of the relation between moralitv and law. His «deduction» of right precedeshss «deduction» of moraht} each of us meets ether individuala in an already legallyorganized societv Thus each of us lives, and must live, in an established «commu
nrv»; we enjoy no rights excepr in such a community, and have immediate andunconditional duties towards that communitv. The German nation, deflned linguis
tically, is — at least in principle — such a communitv
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each national State; and first of all in Germany. Europe is nothing
but the particular existence of the universal essence of Spirit: it is a
concrete universality, that is to say a totality which includes — rather
than excludes, as a politically unified Europe would do — national
particularities22.The essence of Europe, its universality. lies in its
acceptance ofdzjferences; that is to say, in its acceptance of the tree
dom of each nation to determine its own fate (of course, according
to the principle of Reason)23.

6. At the beginning of this paper I claimed that the political idea
of Europe is a recent creation. There are various historical reasons
for this, some of which I have touched on. There is however an
other reason, which deserves to be mentioned here, not ieast be
cause of its political significance.

The ideological package which underlies or at least helps to legi
timate the construction of a united Europe, in the form of the
European Union, contains pivotal references both to the domain
of individuai rights — in particular in the form of a guarantee of
respect for human rights — and to democratic principles24.One might
even say that these principies constitute something like the official
ideoiogy of the European Union.

22 Hegel’s idea is that any universal essence remains an uninstantiated abstraction

until it is realized in some particular and concrete State system, somewhere and at

some time on earth. So that transiation wiIl alwavs be historically specific, st as

morality (Moralitdt) needs io be embodied in some historically existing system of

ethical life (Sittlichkeit): cfr. § 141 of G.WE HEGEL, Philosophie des Rechts, 1821.
23 A recent discussion of the contrast between the ideas of Europe as universality

and as particularity can be found in A. DE MOOR, Contract yustice and diversity in

the remaking of Europe, in «Rechtstheorie», Beiheft 15: Recht, Gerechtigkeit una’

der Staat, pp. 76.77. De Moor writes: «The principles invoked to ground a common

European polincal and constitutional structure would [on the first viewl be univer

sai principles of justice, valid for all times and irrespective of the national heritage of

the different countries making up the Community ... [Suchi a structure would fo.

cus mainly on individuai rights and autonomy in a formai way, without anchoring

either nghts or autonomy m the national cultures of the member states.» The au

thor is not satisfied with this approach which, she believes, «ends up erasing the

diversity of our national traditions», failing to be anchored m «any way of life, in

any ‘Iife-form’, be it national or ‘European’>s. Moreover, it «would suffer from the

further drawback of being in no way distinctivelv European, as opposed to comt

mon to the world communit ». She therefore proposes a svnthesis between

universalism and partìcularism. for the details of which the reader is referred io the

article cited.
24 Twenty years ago the European Community attempted to provide a deflnition of

its own identitt; in the so-called «Copenhagen Declaranon on European Identity>.

This document defines the «fundamental elements» of European identitv in terms

of the «safeguarding of the principles of representative democrac of the rule of

law, of social justice and of human rightss>. This definition, aside from being formaI

ist and abstracting from cultural and geographical factors, is essentialist. Ir does

Now in this connection it is somewhat embarrassing to be obliged
to note that, whiie some of the great philosophers or intellectual
precursors of the democratic and constitutional State turn out to
be anti-Europeans25,the weii-known pro-Europeans of philosophi
cal history, at least up to the Second World War often turn out to
be anti-democrats. [At the beginning of this paperi posed the ques
tion as to whether the legai initiatives which, I suggested, consti
tute the motor of contemporary European development, are well
rooted in the history of European philosophy26.The answer might
now seem to be a qualified no.] The obvious reason for this is that
the key «values» at issue — not oniy that of democracy, but even
that of human rights — are historically bound up not so much with
internationalism but, in nationally speciflc forms, with the rise and
consoijdatjon of the various nation-States; whiie the ideal of a united
Europe has so often tumed around an appeal, not to those values,
but to aristocratic tenets of one kind or another.

Perhaps the best-knovn example of an anti-democratic pro-Eu
ropean is Nietzsche. Nietzsche’s position on Europe is diametri
cally opposed to that of Hegel. Nietzsche is no friend of the nation
State: on the contrary2’.The significant point on bis view is that the
new Europe — the Europe of the nation-States — has inherited the
Christian tradition and thus falien prey to the democratic virus.
This «collective degeneration of man», bis «animalization», bis
transformation into a «pygmy of equal rights», and so on. is a func
tion of the rise of the institutjons of the nation-States, which is the
same thing as the rise of democracy.

If one reads through the section on «Peoples and Fatherlands»
in Beyona’ Good and Evil, one discovers that Nietzsche’s abhor

however, precisely in Its essentialism, suggest two interesting notions: flrst, that the
political idea of Europe is (as I claimed) a recent one — for few European States
prior to the present century, and not all in this centurv, would satisfv the stated
conditioni: second, that Europe has noi only made great progress in recent dec.
ades, but that it Is only now, after many centuries, that it has realized its potential, its
telos. in the figure of the establishment of the European Communirv and Union.

Whatever the reason for this: some would argue that they simply lived too early
io appreclate the possibiity of the construction of a genuine European (super-or
supra-)Stare.
26 In this connection I have in mmd those thinkers generally considered io occupy
the first rank in philosoplucal history. I therefore ignote for present purposes —

whatever the merit of their political contributjon io the European cause — those
who, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, published (sometimes elaborate)
schemes for a federal or United States of Europe, schemes which nevertheless lack
any deeper philosophical reflection.
2, On Nietzsche’s view, Hegel is merely a follower of Prussian political fashion and
is in this respect no more than a pseudo-philosopher.
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rence of the nation-State — directed, in the first piace, against Ger
many — is tempered by his beiief that a process is beginning in which
some of the citizens of these nation-States are «becoming Europe
ans»; that is to say, there is a «siow emergence of an essentially
supra-nationai ... type of man».

Now the paradox is that Nietzsche predicts that this process of
Europeanization will first of ali lead to a further democratization of
politica1 life on the European continent. But this is a movement
which must undermine itseif: the future Europeans vi1i, Nietzsche
claims, probabiy be «muitifarious, garrulous, weak-willed and highiy
empioyabie workers who need a master, a commander, as they need
their daiiy bread»; so this process wili iead to the «production of a
type [of human beingi prepared for slavery». Yet the same process
xviii, in individuai and exceptional cases, provoke the emergence of
strong men, «stronger ... than has perhaps ever happened before».

Everything therefore depends on the form that any movement
towards a supra-nationai Europe might take. In this connection,
there are, ieaving aside the German case, at least two possibiiities,
says Nietzsche: on the one hand, the emergence and domination of
a «European nobiesse — of feeling, of taste, of custom, in short no
biesse in every exaited sense of the word — [whichj is the work and
invention of France»; on the other hand the possibility of the vic
tory of «European vulgarity, the plebeianism of modem ideas»,
which is the work of Enland.

But, one way or another, the unzjieation o/Europe must, on
Nietzsche’s view, take piace. In his own time, he says, this is not yet

understood: «Thanks to the morbid estrangement which the lu
nacy ofnationality has produced and continues to produce between
the peopies of Europe, thanks likewise to the shortsighted and hasty
handed poiiticians who are, with its aid, on top today and have not
the slightest notion to what extent the poiitics of disintegration they
pursue must necessariiy be only an interiude — thanks to all this
the most unambiguous signs are now being overiooked, or arbi
trarily and lyingiy misinterpreted, which declare that Europe wants

to become one».
li is worthwhile recailing the circumstances in which Nietzsche

was writing. Beyond Good and Evil was pubhshed in 1886 — that is
to say, in a period in which it was generally considered in poiitical
circles that Europe had «ceased to exist». Jean-Baptiste Duroseile28
quotes for instance a French Ambassador, writing in 1875, to the
effect that «one of the principal causes of the dangers now con
fronting us is the absence of what used to be caiied Europe». And

a few years later, Jules Ferry (the French coionialist statesman) was
writing that «Europe has ceased to exist, and that is our weakness».

The key date in this connection is 1870-71, the date of the victory
of Prussia in its war against France, following its victory against
Austria-Hungary, and thus of the consolidation of Prussian domi
nation in much of continentai Europe. It is also the date ol the
establishment of the German Empire. The outstanding figure in
the same connection was of course Bismarck — who, although not a
German nationaiist, did believe in a pluraiity ofhistoricaily-defined
European nation-States. But the only heaithy basis for the politics
of a great State, said Bismarck, is egoism. There is no valid Euro
pean law. li is not true that pacta suni sert’anda. This means that
there can be no «Congress of European States», of the kind pro
posed by Kant. Bismarck was quite explicit on the matter: «Who
ever taiks about Europe», he noted, «is making a mistake»; Europe
is nothing but «a geographicai idea».

In contrast, Nietzsche insists that the union o!Europe must come.
What interests me, he says, is not the Empire or the national State,
but a unitea’ Europe. The task of the deepest and comprehensive
spirits of our age is to prepare this European synthesis: for all kinds
of reasons, including an economic reason. The nation-States, he
argues, are no ionger viabie as autonomous units — there ought in
particular to be not only a singie European State but aiso a singie
currency. Only the English can hold up this process, he adds; but
not for iong...

This new Europe can however oniy be successfully constructed
on condition that we liberate it from the menace of democracy and
other forms of the marasmus femininus. The new, united Europe
will thus serve as an antidote to the democratjc nation-State.

Nietzsche, in summary, is a pro-European because he is an anti
rationalist and an anti-democrat.

By contrast in one respect — to take only one other example —

Julien Benda, who published in 1933 bis Discours ì la nation
européenne is a pro-European because he believes (as Kant, Hegel
and others had done) that Europe is the realization of the principle
ofReason. But, iike Nietzsche, he is an «aristocrat». The difference
is that Benda is an aristocrat of Reason. He is suspicious ofdemoc
racy because he holds that the masses can never attain to this prin
ciple of Reason. The masses are nationalist or religious fanatics;
only the intellectual élite can iead a future united Europe. Europe
will therefome not be a kind of super-nation, appealing to a sort of
European patriotism, as the nation-States appealed and stili appeai
to a national patriotism. Europe will be a product of pure Reason.

2s j.B. DUROSELLE, L’Idée d’Europe dans 1’histoire Paris 1965. p. 235 ff.



That is why it must be the work of an intellectual élite29.
li might usefully be remarked, in parenthesis, that this question

of European leadership is both a controversia1and a difficult one. I
have claimed elsewhere3°that it may to some extent be illuminated
by comparing ami contrasting the sociologica1 theories of Max
Weber and T.C. Schelling. Weber famously distinguishes between
charismatic, traditional and bureaucratic leadership types. Charis
matic leaders, I argued (provisionally adopting Weber’s typology),
have a tendency to anse under certain conditions, typically condi
tions of social — politica1or economic — crisis, within a recognizable
community, whether that community is pre-existent or a creation
of the leader himself. It is however fairly evident that in the last
decades, since the creation of the first European so-called Commu
nities, there has in fact been, in the perception of its peoples, no
European community in the relevant strong sense with sutficient
perspicuous identity to provide a framework within which a char
ismatic leader might emerge. While figures like Coudenhove
Kalergi, Robert Schuman, Walter Hallstein or Jean Monnet are
impressive enough, one could hardly claim them to be charismatic
European leaders. Nor, I think, can we reasonably — whatever our
politica! preference — express a hope that, at least in the shorter
term, any such leader might emerge, nor even hold that this would
be a desirable development.

But if we thus exclude the serious possibility, in the coming years
or even decades, of a charismatic European leadership, it is in my
view even more obvious that nothing much can be expected in the
form of a traditional leadership. By definition, traditional leader
ships are rooted in history; and the European Union is a notori
ously recent construction. li is of course possible, in this case as in
others before it, for an appropriate history — a myth — to be in
vented. Indeed, something like this is sometimes attempted, even if
in a half-hearted sense. But the result is just as improbable as the
attempt.

It might thus appear manifest that the European leadership of
the next century will be found among the ranks of the legal-bu

29 Benda writes for example, ui an appeal to this intellectual élite: «Clercs de tou5
les pays, vous devez btre ceux qui clament à vos nations qu’elles sont perpétuellement
dans le mal, du fait qu’elles sont des nations. Vous devez &re ceux qui font qu’elles
gérnissent. au milieu de leurs manoeuvres et de leurs réussites: ‘Ils sont là quarante
justes qui m’emp€chent de dormir’>’, cit., p. 71. These are the «heroes of reason» (p.
104) who are to lead a future Europe (cfr. below).
° See G. LOCK, The impossibility of ieadership: paper for the 9Oth Annivcrsary
Conference of the Instituto Superior de Ciéncias Sociass e Politicas, 18 Januarv
1996.

reaucratic class described by Weber. This indeed is an idea which
is to be found in many works on the future of Europe and of the
European Union. This Union, it is often argueci. is being constructed
on the basis of political and economic motivations, but with a legai
motor. And if that is so, then it might be concluded that the class
(in the broad sense of the term) which will provide the necessary
ieadership in its further development is precisely the bureaucratic
or legal-rational class, in some fainly orthodox, more or iess Webenian
interpretation.

But what would this mean? On the Weberian story, there can be
no such nationai-bureaucratic leadership if the European peopies
do not at least believe in the iegitimacy of European law, of Euro
pean directives and of the authonity of those raised to positions of
administrative direction within the European Union. On Schelling’s
theory, in contnast, this is not necessary3t.On the latter theory, it is
enough that a citizen of Europe (that is, of a member State of the
European Union) should believe that there is some good reason for
obeying European iaw, for respecting European directives and for
following European leaders: whatever politica! figures happen to
represent the Union at a given moment. But that reason need not
be a conviction about the legitimacy of those laws, directives and
offlcials. One may perfectiy weil regard Europe as a kind offait
accompli. One may even be of the opinion that it lacks any — or any
substantial — legitimacy of the kind that counts (and there are vari
ous opinions about what kinds do indeed count); or, as is more
likely in the case of the typical citizen, one may just be iargely ag
nostic with respect to the question. All this matters littie on
Schelling’s account. If Europe is indeed a fact of political, social
and economic life, then it wii often «make sense» to submit to its
laws, rules, leaders and officials — and its leaders will on this view be
not much more than senior officials — simply because there is no
obvious alternative solution to the various coordination problems
which anse in daily life at the appropriate levei. Of leaders of this
kind less is demanded than of Weberian iegal-bureaucratic iead
ers; and much iess is required of them than of the «heroes of Rea
son» who are to iead Europe according to Benda’s vision.

To return however to the matter at hand: it is of course unfair to
ask the reader to draw, on the basis of so few examples, the conclu
sion that in generai the great pro-European philosophers of history
bave been anti-democrats. I believe however that a study of the

31 Sec Th.C. ScHELLING, The S.’rategy of ConJltct, Cambridge, Mass. 1980, on the
generai idea of coordination games, which can be applied in connection with the
theme of leadership.
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relevant texts will show that this is indeed often enough the case to
throw some doubt on the obviousness of the (sometimes even
definitional) identification of the idea of Europe with the ideals of
democracy, the rule of law and human rights.

7. My last theme requires me to retuffi briefly to Hegel, or rather
to a recent application of Hegelian categories to the question of
Europe and of the European Union.

I quote from an articie on «Europe et démocratie» by Gérard
Duprat32.Duprat argues that «from the Hegeiian point of view»,
the experience of the European Community is one of a process in
which that Community has been unable to represent the «idea» of
the Europe that it wants to construct This process has therefore
followed a «logic of negation»: in the absence of such an idea of
Europe, the European Community has become a «government
without a State». In other words, it is something more like a man
agement svstemfor civil society than like a State in the proper sense.

Why does Duprat ciaim that the Europe now in process of con
struction in the figure of the European Community or Union re
sembies, on a Hegelian view, a management system for civil soci
ery?

What, for Hegel, is civii society In his Phzlosophy ofRzght Hegel
defines it as a system of needs, plus the protection of property
through the administration of justice, plus the prevention of crime
and the common organization of business, therefore the police and
the corporation. In short, civil society is concerned with private or
subjective neea’ and with the administration and control of the proc
esses of satisfaction of such need,

Now considered in itself, civil society is what Hegel (in the Phe
nomenology ofSprrzt) calis the «souiless community» Such a com
munlty he says «is pure devastation» li destroys the bond be
tween one individual and another The reason Is that this bond is
reduced to a legai relation in which all particzdarity is extinguished,
is annihilated: an individuai, in so far as he can make a rightful
ciaim in law, is no more than an empty shell, a simple producer,
consumer, bearer of legai rights and the Iike.

To hoid that the politics of the European Community is an anti-i
poiitics, as Duprat does, is then to claim that the identity of the
individuais recogrnzed by the «management system» of the Com
munity is defined in such formal that is economic and legai terms
alone. The bond between them is reduced to an abstract bond: a
bond of democracy (the formai right to vote and to be eiected), of

32 G. DUPRAT, Europe et democratie, in «Philosophie politique», n. 1, 1991,
pp. 135-147.

the ruie of iaw, of sociai justice and of respect for human rights — a
bond, therefore, in which every substantia/ link is missing; there isno «subjective side», as Hegei calls it. What does this mean?

Hegel distinguishes between what he calls the «strictly politicai
State» on the one hand, and the «State proper» on the other. The
strictlv politicaiState (or «State as a political entity») is made up of
Legisiature, Executive and Crown. Its fundamentai characteristic
iies in the practical (administratjve) activities of its agencies. The
State prope in contrast, also comprises the «subjective side» men
tioned above, i.e. the political sentiments of its subjects or citizens.
These political sentitnents Hegei calls «patriotism pure and sim
pIe». Patriotism is an affect based on a recognition of the commu
nity as the substantive groundwork and end of each of its mem
bers. The community is an organism — a living being — within whichthe forrnative process of the education of its members takes piace.
The State propei in other words, contains the nation, in the sense ofthe national spirit, the Volksgeist-”.

The politics of the European Community, says Duprat, is not aHegeiian politics. The moraiity — or, if you like, the immorality — ofcivil society is not tempered in the European Community by any
substantial principle of unity. This Community is, on his view, atbest a State in the «strictiy poiitical sense»: a management system,but not a «State proper»34.

We have seen that, according to certain other philosophies ofEurope, this state of affairs need not be considered a probiem.Nietzsche wouid have rejoiced in the death of patriotism. Bendawouid have rejoiced in the construction of a new nation lackingany «substantjai» iink of a Hegeiian kind, any patriotism, any nationaiist sentjment. But neither believed, as we saw, that such a

Hegel writes in SS 266.268 of his Philosophie des Rechts that «substantive universality» musi be «aware of itself as its own objecr and end ... As the substance ofthe individuai subject, it is his politicai sentiment [patriotism]; in distinctiontherefi-om, as the substance of the objective world, it is the organism of the state, i.e.it is the strictiy political state and its constitutjon ... The political sentiment, patriot.ism pure and simple, is assured convictjon with truth as its basis and a volitionwhich has become habituai It is the sentiment which, in the relationships of ourdaily life and under ordinaiy condjtions habitually recognszes that the community
is one’s substantive groundwork and end.» (G.W.E HEGEL, Philosophy o! Right,trans. with notes by T.M, KN0x, London 1952).

Characteristjc of Hegei’s theorv of the State is that it insits on the unity of universalitv and particularity, vielding irzd,vidualit-9.This individuality is expressed inthe nat,o. Any artempt to construct a State founded on «pure» universality — thata State which stood above the nations and national pirits — would, he claima, «be
a happy thought which however overlooks precisely that factor in a constitutionwhich makes it an ens ratjonaljs»



“ Cfr. H OVERSLOOT. Europe as a Monster, paper br the Europaeum Conference
on «State and Nation in Europe», Sintra, December 1994. A monster Is in the sense
in question something whose characteristic definition does not fali into any of the
pre-existing categories which might be available for its dassification. Europe seems
to be such an entity: for it falli neither into the category of the riation State nor into
any obvious conceptual slot in orthodox international law. Thus Oversloot argues
p. 1) that monsters are not monsters in and by themselves: «they figure as monsters
in and because of’ the ... specific way [the] cultural order has defined the natural
order». He refers tothe Copenhagen Declaration (see above) which, m establishing
universal principles ai constitutive of Europe’s essence, «makes Europe boundless»;
and «boundlessness is a problem in politica1 theory. . .

Dal linguaggio-azione al linguaggio istituzione.
Natura e artificio nella riflessione linguistica

e giuridica del Seicento e Settecento

1. Premessa

Claudia Stancati

Fin da quando venne formulato esplicitamente da Savigny nel1814 in Vom Befuf unsrer Zeitfùr Gesetzgebung und Rechtswissenrc/salì, e ripreso da Eichorn, Jacob Grimm, Hugo, e Puchta conimplicazioni tanto epistemologiche quanto politiche, il parallelo tralinguaggio e diritto è stato ritenuto una delle posizioni teoriche piùfeconde e originali della scuola storica del diritto. Si tratta di unaccostamento che tende, sottolineando le comuni origini nella coscienza popolare di linguaggio e diritto, a evidenziarne il caratteredi «fenomeni naturali» che evolvono perciò seguendo le leggi dellosviluppo organico, e ha di mira principalmente la sconfitta delleposizioni «innatistiche» (o presunte tali) e astrattamenterazionalistiche del giusnaturalismo sei-settecentesco, nonché lapolemica contro la codificazione. Per questa strada si pervenivaallora certamente ad ampliare lo studio delle fonti del diritto integrando il normativismo, ma si forniva, contemporaneamente, unpotente supporto alla politica reazionaria e conservatrice dei governi dell’epoca ‘.

Questo versante del parallelo tra linguaggio e diritto è certamente quello più conosciuto e studiato e perciò, nonostante vi siano

Di tutta la copiosa letteratura sull’argomento mi limiterò qui ad indicare: A.DUFOUR, Droits de l’homme, droit nature? et bistoire, Paris 1991. Per quanto riguarda l’utilizzazione in senso più o meno conservatore della artiflcialit o della naturalitàdel diritto non si può assolutizzare in nessun caso. E prova di ciò per esempio quanto scritto da E VON HAYEK, di cui si veda in particolare: Legge legislazione e libertà,trad. it. Milano 1986 o da B. LEONI, La libertà e la legge, trad. it. Macerata 1994, incui la tradizione liberale è fatta derivare piuttosto dalla tradizione del Common lawche dal giusnaturalismo. Hayek inoltre sottolinea i rapporti tra le «scuole storiche»della linguistica e del diritto, cit., pp. 32-33.
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goal could be achieved by democratic means or in the framework
of a democratic process. And the abandonment of these latter prin
ciples would surely be unacceptable to the new Europe of which
we too — thinkers of the late twentieth century — are a part. The
question may then be posed: What, in the light of the complex and
contradictory history of the relation of philosophy to the idea of
Europe, is the part, if any, which we as intellectuals have to play
within that administrative «monster»35 of which we are proto-citi
zens, the European Union?

I


